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SUMMARY  

INTRO  

How do you feel about Barack Obama, is he a good president?
He will have to resign, after sitting for 8 years.
Now there are new people running for president.
Have you heard of Donald Trump? What do you think of him?

DEVELOPMENT 

THE DILEMMA   

Can they understand he is runnning for president (and is very popular)?
Watch the video, pros and cons will be discussed in a funny way.  
After every pro and con is visible, stop the video and see if the SS understand the joke.
Let the SS imagine what would happen if Donald Trump would be the new president.
What would change?
Open attachment and go over the examples.
Can the SS explain what the person who edited these pictures is trying to say?



 Trump  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sp96IRyAXMw   
 

The Dilemma

Donald Trump will probably not be the next president of the United States, and if he is,

something has gone horribly, horribly wrong.

Here are some of the things we’d probably have to look forward to.

A reality show will be created to find the next vice president.

The White House will become the Trump House.

Donald Trump will be the next person on the $10 bill.



Every national park will have a golf course.

Canada will no longer be recognized as a country.

It will henceforth be referred to as “Hockeystan.”



 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

WHAT TO DO?  

SS have to imagine the are living in America.

What would they do if Trump would become the next president? Any ideas beside the ideas in the attachment?

Show the criteria for becoming a president. Imagine the SS could be running for president. How would their campaign look like?



 

What Would You Do?

 

  Oh NO! It looks like Donald Trump will actually become president!!

  What would you do in this case? (Imagine that you are living in the U.S.A)

 

- Nothing. I believe he will make a great president.

- I will flee to another country!  

- I will get ready for the beginning of WW III.

- I will try and run for president myself!

-?

-?                                

 

                           
How to Become President of the United States of America

  
In summary, the minimum criterion needed to run for presidency

is comply with three guidances in the constitution: 

       - Be a native born citizen

       - Be at least 35 years old.

       - Must have lived in the United States for at least 14 years. 

 
 

START YOUR CAMPAIGN!

 
 



WRAP_UP  

Do you thnk this could be happening in Spain? (as in prime minister)

USAGE_NOTES  

MATERIALS AND PROPS 

PERSONAL NOTES 

Title:  CAMPAIGN

Definition:   A series of
activities undertaken to
achieve an objective
Example:   Barack's
campaign was very
effective

Title:  Henceforth
Definition:   from this time
forward
Example:   Henceforth,
supervisors will report
directly to the manager.

Title:  TO FLEE
Definition:   To escape.
Example:   When donald
trump will become
president i will flee to
Canada

Title:  to run for presiden
t
Definition:   Campaigning
for the Presidency
Example:   Donald trump
is running for president
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